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Next Run 2098
Date:

21 Jan 2019

Time:

6:00pm

Hare:

Precious

Co Hare:

Biggles

Run
Site:

1 Radburn St. Greenmount

Grub:

Yes

Map Link:

Theme:

Two Old Men

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing and book your run with Disgraceful or Pole Polisher
Upcumming Runs
Contact the On Sec: Sir Kumsize hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run Report 2097, Dingo’s Fallen Hashmen (Boots) Run @ Neil Hawkins
Park Joondalup.
Preamble:
At last, on a balmy January night, on a sloping car park, 44 men of Hamersley assembled around the van. Just
before 6pm, the GM mounted the crate and gave Bravefart his first of six run down downs. He then invited
Dingo to get us started on the run. Dingo in his elegant lingo gave us the low down and set us off in a south
easterly direction.
The Run:
As per tradition, Mac The Mouth and I headed for the Irish pub with
Tagg in tow to talk bullshit and quaff a few Guinness’s and make it
back to the circle by taxi. The rest headed to Picnic Cove Park
before running through the streets, ducking through the university
and sneaking around the police academy then beating Tagg’s taxi
on home.
Circle Up & Visitors/Retuniks:
First off, we had Bravefart taking his 2 of 6 and Mel Adjusted his
first of five run down downs. Slops, Coops, Scrotus and Arseholio
were our returniks.
General Business:
Next it was Bravefart taking his 3 of 6 and Mel Adjusted his 2 of 5
down downs. Cookie announced his oldest daughter had her first
child, a boy, this event making him a grand dad. To mark the
occasion, he distributed cigars and a drink token to all the lads.
Bravey had his 4 of 6 and Mel Adjusted his 3 of 5 run down downs.

Charges:
Charges came thick and fast and this part of the write up my not be entirely accurate. Bravefart on Mac The
Mouth for being disrespectful of the fallen hashmen, instead it was mooted the Mac The Mouth gave us a
tradition and therefore the charge was changed to an accolade. MauSei on Cookie for no Hamersley sticker
on the car, not his usual car, the GM took pity on Cookie because his expensive Mercedes was broken the
charge was reversed. GM on MauSei in the positioning of the GM, Mullet got dragged into the charge also.
Kazi on Barrelina for pretending to be sick, Barrelina told a joke then Popeye and Barrelina took a down
down. Coops on Tampax for his shit choice on music. C Man on Replicar for not looking after the van.
Then Bravefart took his 5 of 6 and Mel Adjusted his 4 of 5 run down downs.
ARSE Report:
The RA took the crate, and found our old mate Slops had some stories to tell. It took the pressure off the RA
for a bit. Slops regaled us for a while, had a beer and fucked off. It was good to see you mate!
“Righto cunts”, the RA announced “down to business”. Captain Hook called in as this week’s clue to word of
the week. “Uncinate” which means having a hooked shape. The big Cunt guessed it meant cripple the RA
called hin an idiot and to fuck up ‘cos he must be looking at the RA’s notes. The RA thought Cookie got close
but Concorde guessed right and got a boong egg.
On this day: one for the old cunts and one for the young fuckers. 1969 is the year and both are music
questions. First album by a rock band and a famous drummer turned singer was born. Popeye guessed
correctly Dave Grohl. The RA said it was Led Zepplin after some fuckwit guessed Nirvana. Mother said Grohl
never played drums he was iced for being stupid, Deegan has more sense.
Random Spinners were Mac The Mouth, too pissed to spin but eventually got it for a down down. Mulloway
got Cookie on ice, who trumped Mac The Mouth.
Concorde spun Cookie on ice, Cookie gave the R.A. a much relished boong egg and got off scott free.
WOW:
Baron as the carry over, he nominated Troppo for calling that rag a stripper the other week, he corrected
himself just in time to say it was Mullet. Hardcase got nominated for calling the GM stupid, the R.A called in
Tagg for being leader of the pub pack, and fucking up the black cunt’s day in the taxi by going on a 300m ride.
Mullet was the favourite this week and got the shirt.
H4 Honours: Tonight we Congratulate:
Bravefart takes his 6 of 6 run down down gets his badge and a picture with the GM. Mel Adjusted takes his 5
of 5 run down down gets his badge and a picture with himself.
Hats: Mac The Mouth gets his 40 year hat (figuratively), Pumpkin gets his 30 year hat and Rads gets his 20
year hat.
Run Report:
Tampax reported that we went down there, over there, up there and over there some more then going to
Karl O’Callaghen’s before coming home.
Ice:
Mac The Mouth for telling us that some Hamersley hashmen that are alive and kicking were dead, Sheep
Thrills for talking during the GM’s down down, Kazi and Voodoo for being chatty cunts, Mother for arguing
with the RA, Captain Hook as the word of the week clue, Panels trumped Concorde who bought his way off
the ice, Mac The Mouth trumped by Cookie, Kazi again for being himself and Concorde again for being a dick.
Next Week’s Run:
Precious at Greenmount.
Next week’s Bus driver:
Captain Hook

Hares Act:
Dingo did that ages of a man song, (seems to get longer each year)!
Song:
Precious – Raise Your Mugs
H4 Hashhouse:
Rice and Chicken Cacciatore
ON ON Sir Kumsize
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